Morning Work—Have your child write their name on a blank sheet of paper. Then go over it with small stickers or small raindrops, snowflakes, or lightning bolts.

Listen to Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. What do you wish would rain out of the sky? Cut out pictures or draw that you'd wish it would rain. Email it to Mrs. Letts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5uXp4694sE

Weather Play—Please do one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw

A. Letters & Sounds—Write letters or sight words (and, away, & blue) in write crayons. Then paint a rain storm with blue water color to reveal words.

B. Math—Raindrop Plop Count—Cover sheet or your hand drawn sheet with plastic wrap or page protector sleeve. Then drop water with a dropper until the raindrop is filled. How many did it take? Which took the most drops to fill?

C. Build—Make a rain shelter. Use blocks, Legos, toys, and/or paper to build a place to keep a stuffed animal or toy animal safe.

D. Outside Play—Put on your rain boots and jump in puddles. If you don’t have a puddle, make your own by pouring water on the ground.

E. Observe—What is the weather like at your house? Draw a picture to show the weather.

F. Science—Make a rain gauge and measure the rain. Follow the instructions I have included.

G. Experiment—Use wet sidewalk chalk to draw on the wet ground. Does it look different than dry chalk?

H. Raindrop Measure—Cut out the rain drops from the resource and tape them on blocks. Stack the blocks to see your height in raindrops. Measure your sister or brother. What is their raindrop height?

Calendar

A. Sing Months of the Year—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDDrWyxaw

B. Sing Days of the Week—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KqAbLcwFOA

C. Count Days (What is our new pattern will be?)

D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc

E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.

F. Fill out your weather report, and graph it on your weather graph. Remember to do this everyday this week.

Jolly Phonics—Our new letter is Y this week. Sing the song.

https://vimeo.com/106231366 (Y is at 7:10)

We have Gym. Go to Coach Red’s page to see her plan.

Color a picture of something you did today in your Home Journal and post picture on SeeSaw.